Zoo Career Scavenger Hunt

Directions: Write the name of the department that you think is responsible for each job.

Possible answers: Accounting, Animal Management, Conservation and Education, Grounds, Marketing, Operations

1. The education exhibit in the Exhibit Hall. ____________________________________________

2. The picnic areas you passed on the way to the education building. __________________________

3. The sidewalks around the zoo. _______________________________________________________

4. The piles of branches and twigs on the ground in some of the animal exhibits. _______________

5. Cleaning the bathrooms. _____________________________________________________________

6. Cleaning the pools in the animal exhibits. ______________________________________________

7. Creating the signs in front of each animal exhibit. ______________________________________

8. Ordering tee-shirts to sell in the gift shop. _____________________________________________

9. Feeding the zoo animals. __________________________________________________________

10. Feeding the education department animals. _________________________________________

11. Paying the zoo employees. _______________________________________________________

12. Creating commercials for The Oakland Zoo. __________________________________________

13. Making hamburgers in the zoo restaurant. ____________________________________________
14. Go to the giraffe exhibit. Turn in a circle and find one thing that each department is responsible for creating or maintaining.

* Animal Management ____________________________

* Operations ____________________________

* Conservation and Education ____________________________

* Grounds ____________________________

15. What job in the zoo interests you the most?

__________________________________________

That job is in which department? ____________________________